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NONADIABATIC RATE PROCESSES ON METAL SURFACE:LIMITATION BY SPIN CONVERSIONV. P. Zhdanov *a;baDepartment of Applied Physis, Chalmers University of TehnologyS-41296, Göteborg, SwedenbBoreskov Institute of Catalysis, Russian Aademy of Sienes630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaReeived November 18, 2005Rate proesses ourring on a metal surfae may sometimes be limited by spin onversion. We present a generimodel desribing this ase. The results obtained are ompared with the onventional two-state Landau � Zenermodel and with a multi-state model implying one-eletron transfer between the reatant and the metal. In thisontext, the spei�s of the dissoiative adsorption of O2 on Ag(111) are brie�y disussed.PACS: 34.50.Dy, 82.20.Pm, 82.65.+r1. INTRODUCTIONElementary steps of hemial reations ourringon a gas�metal interfae are of high interest fromthe standpoints of atomi, moleular, and solid-statephysis, surfae siene, di�erent branhes of hemistry,and numerous appliations [1℄. For the aademi soi-ety, this interest is related to the omplexity of hetero-geneous reations. Compared to the gas- and liquid-phase reations, the oneptual basis for interpreta-tion of the kinetis of heterogeneous reations is muhriher due to nontrivial features of the reation dy-namis, adsorbate�adsorbate lateral interations, sur-fae heterogeneity, spontaneous and adsorbate-induedhanges in a surfae, and/or limited mobility of rea-tants [2℄. The orresponding appliations are assoi-ated �rst of all with atalysis, whih forms the main-stay of the hemial industry [3℄.Mathematially, heterogeneous reations are de-sribed in terms of overage of a surfae by adsorbedpartiles [4, 5℄. The kineti equations for adsorbateoverages involve rate onstants for elementary rea-tion steps. As is usual in hemistry, an elementarystep or proess (these terms are used here interhange-ably) is identi�ed with the motion of atomi nuleialong the potential energy surfae or surfaes repre-*E-mail: zhdanov�fy.halmers.se

senting the eletroni and nulear-repulsion energy ofthe system as a funtion of nulear oordinates. Thisonept is based on the Born �Oppenheimer approx-imation, implying separation of fast motion of ele-trons and slow motion of nulei. At thermal ondi-tions, hemial rate proesses often our along thepathways that lead along the lowest potential energysurfae from one stable minimum to another. If thispotential energy surfae is well separated from higherpotential energy surfaes suh that the transitions tothe latter surfaes are negligible, an elementary proessis alled adiabati. Nonadiabati elementary proessesinlude transitions between di�erent potential energysurfaes. In hemistry in general and in heterogeneousatalysis in partiular, the majority of pratially im-portant elementary rate proesses are usually believedto be adiabati. However, nonadiabati proesses ouras well.Identi�ation and srutinity of nonadiabati rateproesses on metal surfaes is one of the entral goalsof the theory of heterogeneous hemial reations [6℄.At present, the situation in this �eld is far from lear.Although the breakdowns of the Born �Oppenheimerapproximation in reations on metals are often antii-pated and the relevant experimental data appear to beabundant, good spei� examples illustrating in detailwhat may happen are still laking. Among a few ad-vanes in this �eld, it is appropriate to mention, e.g.,844
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Diabati potential-energy urves as a funtion of the reation oordinate. Panel a orresponds to the onventional two-stateLandau� Zener model. Panel b is for the situations where a rate proess is limited either by one-eletron transfer or bytwo-eletron exhange between the reatants and metal. Ui is the energy of the initial state. Uf is the energy after theeletron transfer or eletron exhange with partiipation of metal eletrons with the Fermi energy. The thin solid linesorrespond to the formation of exited eletrons, holes, or eletron�hole pairsdiret detetion of hot eletrons and holes exited byadsorption of atomi H and D on ultrathin Ag andCu �lms [7℄. In many other ases, the interpretationof experimental data is often far from straightforward.One of the reasons for this situation is that the or-responding general models lassifying various senariosof the dynamis of rate proesses are not well devel-oped. Moreover, the onventional software (e.g., theDFT pakages) does not allow aurately treating ex-ited states. In this paper, we �rst brie�y reall a fewrelevant ingredients of the theory of rate proesses andthen disuss in detail the ase of nonadiabati spin on-version in reations ourring on a metal surfae.2. GENERAL EQUATIONSUnder thermal onditions, the rates of adiabati el-ementary hemial proesses an be alulated usingthe transition-state theory (TST) [8℄. Aording totransition-state theory, the minimum-energy path on-neting two stable onformations is identi�ed as thereation oordinate. The maximum-energy positionalong the reation oordinate, representing a saddlepoint on the potential energy surfae, is alled the tran-sition (or ativated) state. The reation rate is iden-ti�ed with the reatant �ux along the reation oordi-nate aross the saddle point in the diretion of the �nalonformation. The �ux is alulated assuming thermo-dynami equilibrium between the ativated and initialstates.

The rate of nonadiabati proesses is redued due tothe need of jumps from one potential energy surfae toanother, and therefore the orresponding rate onstantis usually represented ask = �kTST ; (1)where kTST is the transition-state-theory rate onstantand � � 1 is the so-alled transmission oe�ient.This oe�ient an often be alulated by analyzingthe one-dimensional nulear motion along the reationoordinate q near the rossing of the diabati potentialenergy surfaes (at q � q0). Aording to this approxi-mation, the transmission oe�ient is given by� = 1Z0 P (v)f(v) dv1Z0 f(v) dv ; (2)where P (v) is the transition probability, v is the parti-le veloity at q = q0, and f(v) is the Maxwell veloitydistribution.Near the rossing of the diabati potential energyurves Ui(q) and Uf (q) (see Figure a), their dependeneon the reation oordinate an often be onsidered lin-ear. This approximation orresponds to the famousLandau �Zener model [9℄. In the most interesting asewhere the proess rate is limited by weak oupling ofthe diabati states, this model yieldsP (v) = 4�V 2~vF ; (3)845



V. P. Zhdanov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 5, 2006where V is the transition matrix element,F = �����Ui�q � �Uf�q ����q=q0is the di�erene of the potential-energy slopes, and q0 isthe oordinate orresponding to the rossing of the po-tential energies (we note that this expression for P (v)takes into aount that this oordinate is passed twotimes during the partile motion along Ui(q)). Thetransmission oe�ient is aordingly given by� = (2�)3=2m1=2V 2~F (kBT )1=2 ; (4)where m is the partile mass.The Landau �Zener model is widely used to de-sribe nonadiabati proesses ourring in gas and liq-uid phases. In the literature, one an also �nd exam-ples where the onventional version of this model is em-ployed to interpret proesses on a metal surfae. In thatase, the two-state approximation may fail, however,beause the eletroni states in a metal form a on-tinuum (see Figure b), and the Landau �Zener modelshould be modi�ed aordingly. The modi�ations de-pend on the spei�s of reations. If a rate proessis limited by one-eletron jumps, e.g., from the statesloated below the Fermi level in a metal to a vaant ad-sorbate orbital (this results in the formation of a hole),we have [5℄ P (v) = 4�mv�V 2~Fi ; (5)and � = (2�)3=2(mkBT )1=2�V 2~Fi ; (6)where � is the density of the eletron states andFi = �����Ui�q ����q=q0is the potential-energy slope.Here, we treat a more omplex situation where arate proess on a metal surfae is limited by spin on-version. A likely example of suh proesses is the disso-iative adsorption of O2. This moleule is well known tobe in the triplet state 3��g . In partiular, the simplestrepresentation for the wave funtion of two eletronsforming this state is [10℄1p2 [�g+(1)�g�(2)� �g� (1)�g+(2)℄�(1)�(2); (7)where �g+ , �g� , and � are the spatial and spinone-eletron wave funtions. The lowest exited states

are the singlets 1�g and 1�+g . If the O2�metal inter-ation is repulsive in the triplet state and attrativein one of the singlet states, the dissoiative adsorptionof O2 may be limited by the transition between thesestates.To our knowledge, the �rst attempt to srutinizethe e�et of spin onversion on the rate of O2 adsorp-tion was performed by Kato, Uda, and Terakura [11℄.They analyzed O2 adsorption on Si(001). The triplet�singlet transition was desribed using the onventionalLandau �Zener model. The oupling matrix elementV was onsidered to be related to the spin�orbit inter-ation. More reently, Behler et al. [12℄ disussed thein�uene of the triplet�singlet transition on the rateof O2 adsorption on Al(111) (for the experiment, seeRef. [13℄). Using the DFT pakages, the latter authorshave illustrated that the existene of the potential bar-rier for adsorption seems to be related to slow transitionbetween the triplet and singlet states. The dynamisof this transition were not treated expliitly, however.The spin�orbit interation is weak, V / 1= ( isthe veloity of light). Therefore, the spin onversion inrate proesses on a metal surfae seems to our morelikely via spin exhange with the metal. In the ase ofO2 adsorption, for example, one of the eletrons form-ing the triplet state may jump from the �g� state to avaant state loated above the Fermi level in the metal,and simultaneously an eletron with spin � may jumpto O2 from a state loated below the Fermi level in themetal.Aording to the senario outlined in the paragraphabove, the spin onversion is aompanied by exita-tion of an eletron�hole pair. This means that thisproess is possible in the region to the right of q0 (i.e.,at q > q0), where Ui > Uf (see Figure b). In this re-gion, the spin-onversion rate an be alulated at agiven nulear oordinate by using the golden rule asr(q) = 2�~ V 2 Z ��(Ee)��(Eh)��Æ[Ui(q)� Uf (q)�Ee �Eh℄ dEe dEh; (8)where V is the average spin-exhange matrix element,��(Ee) is the density of vaant eletron states with spin� above the Fermi level, ��(Eh) is the density of ou-pied eletron states with spin � below the Fermi level,Æ(E) is the delta funtion, and Ee and Eh are the ele-tron and hole energies de�ned suh that the Fermi en-ergy is equal to zero. Assuming the metal to be non-magneti and negleting the energy dependene of thedensity of eletron states, i.e., using the relation��(Ee) = ��(Eh) = �=2;846



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 5, 2006 Nonadiabati rate proesses on metal surfae : : :where � is the density of states of eletrons with bothspin diretions, we obtain from Eq. (8) thatr(q) = �2~�2V 2[Ui(q)� Uf (q)℄: (9)In the ase of weak oupling, the total transitionprobability is given by integration of r(q) along thepartile trajetory determined by the potential Ui(q),P = Z r(q) dqv(q) ; (10)where v(q) is the partile veloity. Substituting expres-sion (9) in the integrand and assuming the dependeneof Ui on q to be linear, we obtainP (v) = 4m2v3�2V 2F3~F 2i ; (11)where v is the partile veloity at q = q0. Substitutionof the last expression in Eq. (2) yields� = 25=2�3=2m1=2(kBT )3=2�2V 2F~F 2i : (12)3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONSEquations (1), (11), and (12) allow one to under-stand what may happen in the ase where a rate pro-ess ourring on a metal surfae is limited by spinonversion. In partiular, Eq. (11) an be used to in-terpret the moleular-beam experiments performed ata �xed energy of sattering moleules. In the simplestase, the initial kineti energy E of a moleule and itsveloity at q = q0 are related asv = �2(E � Ea)m �1=2 ;where Ea � Ui(q0) is the ativation barrier. Aordingto Eq. (11), P / v3 / (E � Ea)3=2;i.e., the reation probability rapidly inreases with in-reasing energy. For omparison, it is interesting tonote that the onventional Landau �Zener model pre-dits P / 1v / 1(E � Ea)1=2(f. Eq. (3)), i.e., the reation probability dereaseswith inreasing energy. For the one-eletron transfer,we have P / v / (E � Ea)1=2

(f. Eq. (5)), i.e., the reation probability inreases withinreasing energy, although muh slower ompared toEq. (11).Equation (12), desribing reations ourring atthermal onditions, indiates that the transmission o-e�ient may be a few orders of magnitude lower thanunity.Finally, it is instrutive to brie�y disuss a realproess limited by spin onversion. One of the prob-able andidates is the O2 adsorption on Ag(111). Themoleular-beam experiments [14℄ indiate that in thisase, the dissoiation probability rapidly inreases withinreasing the kineti energy of O2 moleules. In par-tiular, the results obtained an be �tted asP / (E � Ea)3=2:An attempt to interpret these results on the basis of amodel implying one-eletron transfer was performed inRef. [15℄. The one-dimensional version of this model(Eq. (5)) did not allow �tting the experimental data.To reah agreement with the experiment, it was ne-essary to take the three-dimensional orretions intoaount. In ontrast, the one-dimensional model im-plying spin onversion (Eq. (11)) makes it possible todesribe the experiment. Thus, the rate of O2 ad-sorption on Ag(111) is likely to be limited by spinonversion.The author thanks B. Kasemo for useful disussions.REFERENCES1. Frontiers in Surfae and Interfae Siene, ed. byC. B. Duke and E. W. Plummer, Elsevier, Amsterdam(2002).2. V. P. Zhdanov, in Ref. [1℄, p. 966.3. J. M. Thomas and W. J. Thomas, Priniples andPratie of Heterogeneous Catalysis, VCH, Weinheim(1997).4. R. A. van Santen and J. W. Niemantsverdriet, Chemi-al Kinetis and Catalysis, Plenum, New York (1995).5. V. P. Zhdanov, Elementary Physiohemial Proesseson Solid Surfaes, Plenum, New York (1991).6. A. M. Wodtke, J. C. Tully, and D. J. Auerbah, Int.Rev. Phys. Chem. 23, 513 (2004).7. H. Nienhaus, H. S. Bergh, B. Gergen, A. Majumdar,W. H. Weinberg, and E. W. MFarland, Phys. Rev.Lett. 82, 446 (1999).847
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